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KOH ROK TOUR
SHARE TOUR
Koh Rok and Koh Haa are among the most beautiful unspoiled islands in all
of Thailand.
White sand beach and turquoise blue sea with reef full of colorful fish that
invite to Snorkeling. One-day tour with a 35-person Speed Boat.
DESCRIPTION : Koh Rok is definitely one of the last remaining islands in Thailand, suitable for
those who want to take a tour without mass tourism that in recent years has also grown in the
region of Krabi, this group of islands will leave you really amazed by the coral reefs that they
have remained intact over the years and for the white sand beaches characteristic of Thailand.
Koh Rok Noi just 10 minutes away from the twin island, where "Lonely Beach" awaits us, a virgin
white sandy beach surrounded by crystal clear sea, enjoy this place fully thanks to the little
tourism present in the area, really a Magical place. After relaxing you will go to see the Reef of
Pisces Pagliaccio, a real marine garden where you can admire different marine species and
enjoy the fish that dance around you.
Koh Rok Yai is the base island of the Rangers where you will have time to relax on the white
sandy beach. At 12.00 will be served buffet lunch with delicious Thai food made from rice,
vegetables, chicken, fresh fruit and water. Koh Haa, located 30 minutes away from Koh Rok,
awaits you a true spectacle of nature, intact coral reefs where you can play Snorkeling to
discover the sea bed that includes a variety of fish difficult to find in other tourist destinations.
Koh Haa is truly a paradise, it will surprise you the morphology of this small island constituted by
a small beach embraced by the cliffs and surrounded by the Reef with the marine fauna and flora
still unspoiled.

- Koh Rok Noi - Visit with two stops of 40 minutes each to enjoy the best of the
Snorkeling areas with coral reefs rich in fauna and marine flora composed of many
fishes of different sizes in different colors. For those who do not like snorkelling you
can enjoy Koh Rok Yai beach by informing the staff on arrival at the park.

- Koh Rok Yai - Stop in the main island and base of the Rangers for Relaxation on
the white sand beach where an abundant Thai Buffet will be served. It is also
possible to visit the view point that dominates the island from above.

- Koh Haa - Visit to Koh Haa with a 40-minute stop for Snorkeling to discover one of
the last Thai paradises, you can admire the numerous starfish and swim up to the
white sandy beach surrounded by crystal clear sea.

TOUR INCLUDES:

- Transfers from/to Hotel 6.00 - 6.20 am da Krabi - Klong Muang
- Transfers from/to Hotel 6.30 - 7.30 am da Ao Nang
- National Marine Park (500 thb)
- Accident Insurance
- Snorkeling equipment and Life jacket
- Water and Fresh Fruit
- Buffet lunch
- Tourist Guide

PRICE ADULT
3000 THB

PRICE CHILDS (Under 10 years old)
2400 THB

